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fruitless altcrapts, in useless trials and in so doing expended a great deal

of his capital that formed his fortune. That fortune that could have given

^ im an independant livehood, exempt from all cares and troubles, never-

thelesphe courageously sacrificed it for a speculate /e idea, in order to

bring to perfection d useful work, to make journeymen, labourers' work

less tiresome and to give to his fellow citizens a healthy article of food,

of good quality, clean, and at a low rate, possessing, at the same time,

all the necessary conditions as to its being well received. Thus in the

position in which the inventor is now placed after all the sacrifices he

has made in accomplishing his generous work, the public cannot, in the

least, expect that such perfection in the bread baking business can be

put in practice, by the means and personal ressources of the inventor, but

the public should understand that they should now take the affair in

hands, do all in their power to gain advantage of this work, especially as

it affords them great profit.

It was already been spoken of this long time back to erect in Quebec

entensive bakeries, but all efforts with regard to this contemplated project

must have proved in vain, because they were not founded on condition /

that infallibly guarantee success, which conditions are now offered by y'

means of the perfection to which this work is now carried on, and they

low rate at which those improvements allow bread to be sold at. /^

The most realii-ing means that we know of to put this work in practice

would be .0 form a company in which one would advance the money and

the other his time and attention, the plan of which will be given on a

separate sheet. The profits accruing from such an undertaking can be

easily seen where we know thai the perfection to which the kneading

trough is brought, as likewise that of the oven, will allow, at the same

expense, three times as much bread to be made as in an ordinary bakery

and moreover will produce bread of such a quality and of such perfect

cleanliness that no other bread can be made to compare to it.

We have explained but very imperfectly all the advantages offered

by the perfect manner in which these things are carried on and of which

we have already spoken. We have showed all the sacrifices that have

already been made in order to offer to the inhabitant of Quebec such a

useful establishment, and we will at once give them the means of ma-

king good use of them.

We hope that this appeal to the good sense and enicrprising spirit of

the citizens will not be in vain and that in a short time,we will haVe the

pleasure of seeing this bakery, on which have been spent so much time,

labour and money, receive from the public all the neoeissary encourage-

ment, that such a fine anu newly invented steam bakery in Quebec, is

««i titled to.


